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pronounced. Consideration was given to a single ward across the waterfront but it would need to include properties
n assessing the degree of community cohesion between say Victoria Park and St. George’s Avenue there is none
accidentally meet in the shopping streets. So it is proposed to include Aycliffe in a ward that contains the town
e residents would look for services beyond the limited ones available in their community and the No61 bus takes
ectoral equality for a single member ward would mean splitting the closely grained street pattern in the current
and expanding to a 2 member ward, doing the same in the Tower Hamlets valley. It is therefore proposed to create
uth of the river up to and including Cherry Tree Avenue and Erith Street together with its cul-de-sac Herbert Street.
the St. James’ retail and hospitality development the Council is rebranding the existing shopping area as the Old
des the area and takes on this appellation together with Heights for the roads leading up and away from it which
also avoids confusion with previous names and disgruntlement at selected omissions. That means the St. Radigund’s side valley can be a
single member ward on its own with the central valley properties close to its mouth. The Maxton & Elms Vale polling district is already
close to the electoral equality required for a ward. Eaton Road is a conduit not a barrier and by upgrading the border to one between
wards rather than polling districts, combining all of the Eaton Road addresses into Maxton & Elms Vale improves on cohesion and
balance. Although the valley splits into two with housing divided by the Stepping Down spur they are connected by Church Road which
crosses the lower slopes. It is submitted that this option best meets the statutory criteria in this area. The two polling districts of
Buckland ward are divided by the strong boundary provided by the railway. The Buckland North polling district has a higher than
desirable level of electoral inequality for a ward but there is no part of the ward with a strongly delineable block of 300 electors which
could be moved to a neighbouring ward, the only alternative being to move out a larger group which would create a greater degree of
electoral inequality in the opposite direction. It is anticipated that beyond 2023 the rate of electorate change will be below the district
average which will reduce the level of inequality. Buckland Valley is preferred as a name that better distinguishes the area from others
with which the Buckland name is associated. The remainder of the properties north of the river constitute a proposed Castle Barton ward
which recalls the current Castle ward, most of which is included, and a pre 2000 Barton ward based on Barton Road and Barton School
which was largely coterminous with the balance of the area. The following table sets out the forecast electorates and variances: Buckland
Valley 3198 +10 Castle Barton (2) 5790 0 Maxton and Elms Vale 2870 -1 Priory Heights (3) 8946 +3 St. Radigund’s 3043 +5
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statutory assessment date but will be growing towards and then within the target within a few years. It is contended that in this
situation the community cohesion and delivering effective and convenient local government advantages of a single parish ward could be
said to outweigh the electoral inequality. If not, the neighbouring parish with which it has most in common, being closest to Dover and
having significant housing growth allocated at Connaught Barracks, is Guston. Doing this resurrects the pre 2000 Pineham ward. While
the parish that best fits with Whitfield is Guston the parish that best fits with Guston is St. Margaret’s at Cliffe which together make a
viable ward. Dropping at-Cliffe would make the St. Margaret’s and Guston a short enough name. If Guston has to go with Whitfield, St.
Margaret’s would need Ringwould and Ripple to have enough electors for a single member ward. That would leave Cornilo too small and
the only version of a 2 member Eastry ward would have to include Woodnesborough to have enough electors. Despite having two wards
outside the 10% variance target Pattern 1 is preferred on community cohesion and delivering effective and convenient local government
grounds over Pattern 2 which scores better on electoral equality. Pattern 1 SANDWICH (2) 6052 +4% Sandwich, Woodnesborough,
Sandwich Bay EASTRY & WORTH 2959 +2% Eastry, Worth village CORNILO 2719 -6% Northbourne, Tilmanstone, Sutton, Ripple,
Langdon, Ringwould village WHITFIELD (2) 4937 -15% Whitfield ST. MARGARET’S & GUSTON 2842 -2% St.Margaret’s-at-Cliffe, Guston
Pattern 2 SANDWICH (2) 5737 -1% Sandwich, Worth EASTRY RURAL (2) 5389 -7% Eastry, Woodnesborough, Tilmanstone, Northbourne,
Sutton, Langdon ST. MARGARET’S-AT-CLIFFE 2650 -9% Ripple, St. Margaret’s-at-Cliffe, Ringwould village PINEHAM (2) 5733 -1% Guston,
Whitfield
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all. Using current wards as potential examples what have Canute Road and Woodstock Road got in common in character or their residents in
lifestyle or issues; or Fiveways Rise and Freemens Way or Stockdale Gardens and Victoria Mews. It is therefore contended that the statutory
criteria would be best met if Deal is served by a pattern of single member wards. The railway is currently used as a ward boundary but the
electorate do not divide 4/9ths - 5/9ths either side of it. It is considered to be less of a barrier at the Walmer end where electors on the Deal
side believe themselves to be Walmer residents, encouraged by Royal Mail erroneously giving Sidney Road a Walmer address nd there being
Walmer Way and Walmer Gardens streets nearby. Therefore St. Richards Road addresses as far as the break in housing by the church and
recreation ground entrance and the roads to its south-west are included in a Walmer Station ward. The balance is made up of the existing
Upper Walmer parish ward up to and including Dover Road addresses and the cul-de-sacs which open onto it; Downlands, Hawksdown and
Lawn Road. Walmer station is central to the ward with Platform 2 actually in Deal. It is recognised this does not completely redress the
imbalance across the railway but no delineable block of residences has been identified to further improve it. Kingsdown clearly needs to be
warded with the part of Walmer which it abuts and although it creates an elongated ward it is considered that those properties facing the
beach and just behind it have a shared outlook and character that is different to the more uniform properties further back. All addresses
between Dover Road and the beach are therefore included in a Kingsdown & Walmer Beach ward. Dover Road addresses and those between it
and the railway form a Lower Walmer ward. That is a name marked on maps and recognised locally as having a focus on The Strand which is
also included and the properties behind, up to the proposed Lower Deal boundary. North Deal comprises the existing polling district AC1 plus
that part of AC2 north of the conservation area and beyond which residents are more likely to look for transport methods other than walking
to get to Deal’s central business district. Ark Lane addresses are in North Deal & Alfred Square and North Street in Lower Deal. Lower Deal
includes the balance of AC2 polling district, all of AC3 and for better electoral equality an enlarged Walmer Gladstone parish ward to include
properties north of North Barrack Road and all Gladstone Road addresses. Where Upper Deal and Middle Deal remain in common usage, Lower
Deal which was used to distinguish the beach fishing community and then what is now the town centre from the original settlement which is
now Upper Deal has fallen out of use it is still preferred over something more prosaic as a continuation of a ward name theme. At the 2000
review Sholden vehemently objected to inclusion of the village within a Deal ward but were amenable to the creation of a parish ward in the
Church Lane area which could be. The residents of the historic village area frequently protest at the encroachment of new housing connecting
to Church Lane onto their rural sensibilities. The new residents in their modern houses invariably only visit the village area to vote and feel a
greater affinity with Deal, there being no internal road access between the two parts of the parish. Royal Mail have not included Sholden in
their official postcode listing even where new roads are within that parish. Therefore those roads which connect only to Church Lane will
remain in a Middle Deal ward while the village area and separate New Road development are joined with Mongeham. It is noted that the
coastal part of Sholden will have no internal access to either ward, it only having an unrestricted road connection to North Deal. However the
population to too low to create a separate viable parish ward and it is proposed that the status quo is maintained with the coastal area being
in the Mongeham & Sholden ward. Prior to the 2000 review Great Mongeham parish was part of a ward that included the Mongeham Road and
St. Richard’s Road areas of Deal and prior to that it was included within the Municipal Borough of Deal. Indeed the 40% of parish electors in
the St. Francis Road area can only access the core village area by passing through the current Mill Hill ward. The parish boundary aligns with
Rectory Road and conveniently, using addresses facing this road as a boundary (including the large cul-de-sac Tormore Park which only has
access to Rectory Road) and then London Road from its junction with Rectory Road, produces electoral equality with strong boundaries. Great
Mongeham are protective of their Great but the main connecting road through the ward will be Mongeham Road where it’s in Deal parish, so
the shortened form has been adopted. The remaining part of Mill Hill ward needs to be further reduced to achieve electoral equality so Pilots
Avenue and its side roads and all Manor Road address are transferred to an Upper Deal ward. Also included are all of the current AB3 polling
district apart from the London Road properties transferred to Mongeham & Sholden and most of AB2 polling district but excluding Park Avenue
addresses and those beyond.. The remaining part of the Middle Deal & Sholden ward including the new estate parts of Sholden will form a new
smaller Middle Deal ward. That leaves the core Mill Hill area that was built by the owners of Betteshanger Colliery for their employees and
through the working men’s club and welfare club still retains a distinct identify even from the adjoining local authority housing built for those
in other occupations. The forecast electorates as at 2023 and variances are shown in the following table: North Deal 2806 -3 Lower Deal 2871
-1 Middle Deal 3180 +9 Upper Deal 3123 +8 Mill Hill 2754 -5 Mongeham & Sholden 2934 +1 Kingsdown & Walmer Beach 2834 -2 Lower
Walmer 2786 -4 Walmer Station 2890 0
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